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Abstract. Multilabeled data is everywhere on the Internet. From news
on digital media and entries published in blogs, to videos hosted in
Youtube, every object is usually tagged with a set of labels. This way
they can be categorized into several non-exclusive groups. However, pub-
licly available multilabel datasets (MLDs) are not so common. There is
a handful of websites providing a few of them, using disparate file for-
mats. Finding proper MLDs, converting them into the correct format
and locating the appropriate bibliographic data to cite them are some of
the difficulties usually confronted by researchers and practitioners.

In this paper RUMDR (R Ultimate Multilabel Dataset Repository), a
new multilabel dataset repository aimed to fuse all public MLDs, is intro-
duced, along with mldr.datasets, an R package which eases the process
of retrieving MLDs and their bibliographic information, exporting them
to the desired file formats and partitioning them.
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1 Introduction

Multilabel classification (MLC) is a sort of machine learning technique charac-
terized by the fact that each data sample is associated to a group of labels or
tags. MLC is useful in many different fields, including protein classification [1],
image labeling [2], tag suggestion [3], and text categorization [4]. Several dozens
of multilabel datasets (MLDs) have been produced from these areas in late years,
and some of them are publicly available in web repositories.

The research in MLC algorithms [5,6], as well as in preprocessing meth-
ods [7,8] has been extraordinary, with hundreds of proposals already published.
These development efforts rely on the availability of MLDs in order to test their
behavior and performance. In the initial stages, a decade ago, MLDs were not
publicly available, so most authors produced them by themselves. Some of those
MLDs are now sparsely hosted in several web repositories and disparate file
formats, a situation that does not ease the work in new developments.
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In addition to the data itself, in the adequate format to work with it, the
corresponding bibliographic information to properly give attribution to who pro-
duced the MLD is also needed. Sometimes finding this piece of data can be very
time consuming. Also, to conduct empirical experiments the MLDs usually have
to be partitioned, obtaining training and test folds. Therefore, new research
attempts have to fulfill the process of locating the MLDs along with the bib-
liographic data, converting them to the desired format and partitioning them.
Additional steps would be obtaining basic characterization metrics from these
MLDs, determining how many labels they have, how frequent each label is, their
complexity, etc.

Aiming to ease most of the steps in the described process, two new proposals
are made on this paper:

– RUMDR: The R Ultimate Multilabel Dataset Repository is a GitHub1 Repos-
itory that collects the MLDs publicly available and provides them under an
unified file format.

– mldr.datasets: It is an R package that automates the use of RUMDR, provid-
ing functions to download the MLDs, recover their bibliographic information,
export them to several file formats and partition them, among other tasks.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 the previous works aimed to
provide multilabel datasets repositories are enumerated and their main char-
acteristics are shown. Section 3 describes the content of RUMDR, our ultimate
multilabel dataset repository, and how it has been structured. How to use the
mldr.datasets package to download MLDs, obtain information about them, par-
titioning and exporting them is the goal of Sect. 4. Lastly, some conclusions are
provided in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Many early multilabel works produced original MLDs, and some authors pub-
lished them in their own web page or other publicly accessible web sites, allowing
third parties to use them. For instance, the datasets created by the authors of
[3] are available at http://figshare.com/articles/Multilabel datasets from Stack
Exchange forums/1385315. Many of these MLDs were compiled, mainly by
developers of MLC tools, giving rise to public repositories such as the following:

– LibSVM: This is a well-known library for Support Vector Machines (SVM)
[9], and their authors maintain a repository with all kind of datasets, including
binary, multiclass and multilabel2 ones. The file format is similar to CSV
(Comma-Separated Values), but with a sparse representation and locating the
labels at the beginning of each row.

1 http://GitHub.com.
2 https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/multilabel.html.

http://figshare.com/articles/Multilabel_datasets_from_Stack_Exchange_forums/1385315
http://figshare.com/articles/Multilabel_datasets_from_Stack_Exchange_forums/1385315
http://GitHub.com
https://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/multilabel.html
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– MEKA: It is a multilabel software tool designed by Read [10] and founded
on WEKA. Its associated repository3 provides over 20 MLDs. The file format
is ARFF, but with a special header that indicates how many attributes are
labels. Those are always located at the beginning.

– Mulan: This is probably the leading multilabel software [11], including refer-
ence implementation for many of the published MLC algorithms. The Mulan
repository4 is also the largest one, with more than 25 MLDs available at this
moment. The base file format is ARFF, but the labels can be any position
since their names are supplied in a separate XML file.

– KEEL: It is a general purpose data mining software tool [12], similar to
WEKA, and it also has an associated dataset repository5 which includes some
MLDs. The file format is also ARFF-based, but with specific header fields
that indicate which attributes are labels.

As can be seen, the goal of each one of these repositories is to provide the
MLDs in the correct file format for the tool they are interested in. To use the
MLDs which are exclusively available in one of the repositories, for instance some
of the Mulan datasets, with another tools, such as LibSVM, MEKA or KEEL,
a previous conversion step is mandatory.

3 The R Ultimate Multilabel Dataset Repository

Although some specific multilabel software programs, such as Mulan, are actively
used to work in new multilabel developments, none of them stand out for their
ease of use as exploratory data analysis tools, or for their ability to be interac-
tively used to develop algorithm prototypes. On the contrary, these are tasks in
which the use of R [13] is prominent. Its large collection of packages makes data
analysis and visualization easier, as well as the creation of proofs of concept for
new methods.

Regarding the processing of multilabeled data, the main exploratory analysis
tasks can be accomplished by means of the mldr package [14]. It only includes
three typical MLDs (genbase, emotions and birds), but it is able to load any
other MLD in Mulan and MEKA formats. We have used the functionality in
mldr, along with some custom R code, to build RUMDR. This new repository
holds all the publicly available MLDs, taken from the previously mentioned
repositories and translated to a common format.

In this section the file format of RUMDR MLDs and the structure of the
repository are detailed. Furthermore, the list of MLDs initially provided by
RUMDR is also enumerated.

3 http://sourceforge.net/projects/meka/files/Datasets/.
4 http://mulan.sourceforge.net/datasets-mlc.html.
5 http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/multilabel.php.

http://sourceforge.net/projects/meka/files/Datasets/
http://mulan.sourceforge.net/datasets-mlc.html
http://sci2s.ugr.es/keel/multilabel.php
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3.1 RUMDR Structure and File Format

RUMDR is a multilabel dataset repository hosted at https://github.com/
fcharte/mldr.datasets. It is a public GitHub repository which also hosts the
source code of the mldr.datasets package described in Sect. 4. The repository
has two folders containing MLDs:

– data: It holds 10 small and medium sized MLDs, such as birds, emotions,
genbase, medical and slashdot. They are among the most used in the literature.

– additional-data: It holds 52 additional MLDs. Some of them are subsets of
bigger datasets, such as rcv1sub1 to rcv1sub5 which are five subsets of the
well-known RCV1 text corpus from Reuters.

The purpose of grouping the MLDs into two different sets is to ease the
functionality of the mldr.datasets package, as will be further explained. All the
files stored into these two folders have the same file format. They are standard
.rda6 R files, thus can be loaded into the current workspace by simply typing
load(‘filename.rda’) at the R console. This would get into memory an R
object with the same name but without the .rda extension.

Once the object is in memory, it can be queried to access the data it con-
tains through the syntax object$dataset. In addition, information about the
labels, labelsets and other metrics can be obtained by querying object$labels,
object$labelsets and object$measures, respectively.

3.2 Datasets in RUMDR

At launch time RUMDR holds more than forty distinct MLDs, including several
subsets of large datasets and also some pre-partitioned datasets. They sum 62
individual .rda files in total. 41 of them originate from the text field, 15 more
from the image field, 3 from the sound/music field, 2 from the protein/genetics
area, and the last one from the video field. The name of each one, the number of
individual objects, where they come from and the folder where they are stored
within the repository are shown in Table 1.

Most cases consist in only one MLD, but there are some special situations.
These must be detailed to be able to use them:

– corel16k: These MLDs, there are 10 in total with names from corel16k001
to corel16k010, are subsets of the Corel image database [29]. Each one holds
almost 14 000 instances and the same set of input features, but there are slight
differences in the sets of labels.

– EUR-Lex: There are six files in this set, named eurlexdc tra, eurlexdc test,
eurlexev tra, eurlexev test, eurlexsm tra and eurlexsm test. They correspond
to the train and test partitions of the directory codes (dc), EUROVOC descrip-
tors (ev), and subject matters (sm) of the EUR-Lex dataset [19]. Each object
consist in a list of 10 folds.

6 This is a compressed file format of the representation of R objects in memory.

https://github.com/fcharte/mldr.datasets
https://github.com/fcharte/mldr.datasets
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Table 1. MLDs initially included in RUMDR

Field Name # MLDs Reference Folder

Text 20ng 1 [15] data

bibtex 1 [16] additional-data

bookmarks 1 [16] additional-data

delicious 1 [17] additional-data

enron 1 [18] additional-data

EUR-Lex 6 [19] additional-data

imdb 1 [20] additional-data

langlog 1 [21] data

medical 1 [22] data

ohsumed 1 [23] additiona-data

rcv1v2 5 [4] additional-data

reuters 1 [21] additional-data

slashdot 1 [20] data

stackexchange 6 [3] data & additional-data

tmc2007 2 [24] additional-data

yahoo 11 [25] additional-data

Sound/music birds 1 [26] data

cal500 1 [27] data

emotions 1 [28] data

Image corel16k 10 [29] additional-data

corel5k 1 [30] additional-data

flags 1 [31] data

nus-wide 2 [2] additional-data

scene 1 [32] additional-data

Video mediamill 1 [33] additional-data

Protein/genetics genbase 1 [34] data

yeast 1 [1] additional-data

– nus-wide: The original NUS-WIDE dataset [2] used a set of 500 input features
to represent each image. An alternative version, with 128 input features, is also
available. The former is accessible as nuswide BoW, while the latter is named
nuswide VLAD.

– rcv1v2 and reuters: The Reuters corpus, best known as RCV1-v2 (Reuters
Corpus Volume 1 version 2 ) [4], is a large text corpus generated from news
published by Reuters. The .rda files rcv1sub1 to rcv1sub5 consist in five MLDs
which are subsets of RCV1-v2, containing 6 000 instances each one of them
while preserving all the input features. The reuters MLD [21] is a reduced
version with only 500 input features.
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– stackexchange: It is a collection of six MLDs generated from text col-
lected in a selection of Stack Exchange forums [3]. The individual files are
stackex chess, stackex chemistry, stackex coffee, stackex cooking, stackex cs
and stackex philosophy.

– yahoo: As the previous case, this also consists of a collection of MLDs.
They were produced from text extracted from the web, specifically from the
Yahoo! web directory. There are a total of 11 MLDs, named yahoo arts,
yahoo business, yahoo computers, yahoo education, yahoo entertainment,
yahoo health, yahoo recreation, yahoo reference, yahoo science, yahoo social
and yahoo society.

4 The mldr.datasets Package

Although RUMDR is valuable by itself, as an unified multilabel repository from
where almost all available MLDs can be download in a common file format, we
aimed to increase its usefulness by pairing it with a specific software package.
This is an R package named mldr.datasets, and it is already available on CRAN
(The Comprehensive R Archive Network). Therefore, it can be installed from
the R command line by simply typing install.packages(‘mldr.datasets’),
then loaded into memory with library(mldr.datasets).

Once loaded, the ten MLDs hosted in the data folder of RUMDR will be
immediately available as they are embedded into the package. This means that
queries such as emotions$measures, genbase$labels or flags$labelsets can
be entered to get general information about emotions, label information from
genbase and data related to the labelsets in flags. The list of the remainder
datasets, those that can be downloaded at any time, is retrieved with the mldrs()
function. This returns a table as the shown in Fig. 1.

To load any of the additional MLDs, those that are not embedded
into the package, there are two alternatives. The first one is calling the
function that shares the same name that the desired MLD, for instance
bibtex(), corel5k() or scene(). The second way consists in using the func-
tion check n load.mldr(), providing as argument the name of the MLD.
Assuming that a new MLD called newmld existed at RUMDR, entering
check n load.mldr(‘newmld’) in the R command line would download and
install it in our system. Either way, regardless of the function used, firstly
whether the needed MLD is locally available will be checked. If so, it is sim-
ply loaded into memory. Otherwise, the corresponding file is downloaded from
RUMDR, copied to the local installation of mldr.datasets, and then loaded.

The MLDs in memory are R objects with class mldr, and the mldr.datasets
package includes several functions to deal with this type of objects, easing the
process of obtaining bibliographic information, partitioning them and exporting
them. They are explained below.
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Fig. 1. List of additional mldrs.

4.1 Obtaining BibTeX Entries

All MLDs hosted in RUMDR hold bibliographic information, specifically BibTeX
entries that can be used while writing new works with LaTeX. The entry associ-
ated to an MLD can be retrieved by means of the generic function toBibtex(),
delivering the mldr object as parameter. The raw entry can be copied to the
clipboard or displayed in the R console, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Obtaining bibliographic information from MLDs.

The BibTeX entries of all MLDs in RUMDR are also available in the
README7 file stored in the additional-data folder of the repository.
7 https://github.com/fcharte/mldr.datasets/blob/master/additional-data/

README.md.

https://github.com/fcharte/mldr.datasets/blob/master/additional-data/README.md
https://github.com/fcharte/mldr.datasets/blob/master/additional-data/README.md
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4.2 Theoretical Complexity Score

All mldr objects have a member called measures containing disparate character-
ization metrics, such as the number of instances, attributes and labels, imbalance
levels, etc. mldr.datasets adds a data item to this member, named tcs, with the
value of a metric introduced in [35], TCS (Theoretical Complexity Score). It
is computed as shown in (1), f being the number of input features and k the
number of labels of the dataset D.

TCS(D) = log(f × k × |unique labelsets|) (1)

The goal of this new metric is to give a glimpse of how hard would be for
a classifier to learn from each MLD. Theoretically, the bigger the input and
output spaces are, the more complex the generated model will be, making it more
difficult to properly adjust. The number of different combinations of labelsets is
also a factor to be considered while working in the multilabel field.

Relying on the precalculated TCS values of the MLDs, it is easy to sort them
according to their theoretical complexity, as shown in Fig. 3. This information
can be useful to chose the MLDs to be used in a new experimentation.

Fig. 3. Embedded MLDs in mldr.datasets sorted according to their TCS value.

4.3 Partitioning MLDs

With few exceptions, such as the MLDs generated from the EUR-Lex datasets,
all files available in RUMDR contain full datasets. Prior to their usage in any
experiment they have to be partitioned, obtaining training and test partitions
with subsets of the instances they contain. The mldr.datasets package provides
two functions to accomplish this task:

– random.kfolds(): Randomly samples the instances in the dataset until the
desired number of folds is produced.
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– stratified.kfolds(): It was introduced in [35]. First groups the instances
into strata attending to the frequency of the labels appearing in them, then
each strata is randomly sampled to divide it into the number of desired
folds. This way the distribution of rare samples among the folds results more
balanced.

Both functions take as input the same parameters, the MLD to be parti-
tioned, the number of folds and the seed for the random generator. The last two
arguments have default values, 5 for the number of folds and 10 as seed. The
obtained result is a list with as many items as folds the user asked for. Each item
consists of a train and a test element, both mldr objects that can be used in
the same way as the full MLD. The example shown in Fig. 4 demonstrates the
use of both functions.

Fig. 4. Partitioning the emotions MLD randomly and stratifiedly

4.4 Exporting MLDs to Other File Formats

Even though R is an environment from which the MLDs can be explored, ana-
lyzed and given as input to different preprocessing and learning algorithms, it
could be interesting to use them with other software tools, such as the afore-
mentioned Mulan, MEKA, etc. This is a task that the mldr.datasets package
considerably simplifies through the write.mldr() function. It is able to export
any MLD to Mulan, MEKA, KEEL, LibSVM and CSV formats, using dense or
sparse representation in the first three cases.

An invocation to write.mldr() needs at least one parameter, but it can take
three additional ones. The names and goal of each parameter are the following:

– mld: It can be an mldr object or the result returned by the random.kfolds()
and stratified.kfolds() functions. In the latter case write operation is
performed for each training and test partition.
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– format: This parameter can be a string or a vector of strings, stating the for-
mats the MLD have to be exported to. The valid values are ‘MULAN’, ‘MEKA’,
‘KEEL’, ‘LIBSVM’ and ‘CSV’. By default c(‘MULAN’, ‘MEKA’) is used. That
means that the MLD will be written in these two formats.

– sparse: It is applicable only with Mulan, MEKA and KEEL file formats,
all of them based on the WEKA ARFF format. By default it gets the FALSE
value, thus dense representation of features is used. Assigning it the TRUE value
a disperse representation will be used.

– basename: One call to write.mldr() can create several files. The Mulan
format produces one .arff and one .xml file. The CSV format generates two,
one with the data and another one with the labels. In addition, if a partitioned
datasets is given as input two files, one for test and one for training, will be
written for each partition. With this parameter the base name for all these
files is established. By default, mldr.datasets looks for a name member in
the mldr object. If it is present, it is used as basename; otherwise the value
‘unnamed mldr’ is used.

A single call as the shown below will partition the given MLD into 10 subsets
and write it in the five file formats supported by the package, generating 120
files in total:

write.mldr(stratified.kfolds(emotions, k = 10),
format = c(‘MULAN’, ‘MEKA’, ‘KEEL’, ‘LIBSVM’, ‘CSV’),
basename = ‘emotions’)

5 Conclusions

The process of analyzing, researching and putting into practice new multilabel
solutions demands the availability of enough datasets, in the proper format and
with the corresponding bibliographic information. Additional data about its
structure and complexity are also quite useful. The automation of these MLDs
manipulation tasks is the goal of RUMDR and the associated mldr.datasets R
package.

RUMDR is a new repository in which almost all publicly available multil-
abel datasets have been collected, being stored in a common file format. The
mldr.datasets package is a software tool that eases the loading of these MLDs
from R, as well as the retrieval of metrics and bibliographic information and the
partitioning and exporting to several file formats.

The main goal behind the development of RUMDR and mldr.datasets has
been to make easier the work of researchers and practitioners interested in mul-
tilabeled data. The repository will be maintained by incorporating new MLDs
that may be published in the future.
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